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I . HYDRATES

Gas hydrates are crystalline solids similar
to ice, consisting of water (about 85% of
the total) and gas (e.9. mcthane, nitrogen,
helium Fig. I .)r 

r0. These compounds are

stable at high prcssures and low
temperatures.
The abore conr.litionr may occur rn

diftèrent points of the oil production
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system: pìpelines, production facilities.
They may occur in subsea lines (e.g. North
Sea, Gulf of Mexico) wh€n oil and/or
unstabilised wet gas are transported
together (multiphase). ln fact, the pressure
in these pipelines is usually high and the
temperatures low - being close to the
seabed temperature.



Another example of hydrate occurrence is
during the storage of gas in underground
caves tNixdorf and Oellrich 1996.)rr.

Usually the temperature inside these caves

is too high to enable the formation of
hydrates. however the dry gas which is
injected may become saturated with water.
As the wet gas is collected during winter,
temperatures close to the surface may be
low enough to promote the formation of
hydrates. The lìrst reponed case of
hydrates forming outside the lab dates back
to 1934 (Hammerschmidt)r2 and involved
the attempt to distribute gas saturated with
water during winter.
Gas hydrates are also present in the natural
environment, below ocean beds and in the
permafrost.
The structure of hydrates, their chemical -
physical characteristics and thermo-
dynamic behaviour have already been
widely studied. However, as concems the
formation of these compounds, a great deal
still has to be discovered about the kinetic
aspects which govem the reaction and
control the rate of formation.
The technologies related to hydrates have
mainly been developed as a result of
knowledge on the thermodynamics of these
compounds. Thermodynamics make it
possible to identify the stability conditions
of hydrates in various compositional states
(description of phase equilibria with
various types of hydrocarbon mixtures) and
to plan chemical treatments for inhibiting
these products (calculation of the required
amounts of methanol and glycol for
inhibiting the hydrale formation.
description of the phase equilibria in the
presence of inhibitors).
To sum up lhrs brief look at the main
characteristics of hydrates, we shall
mention a particular aspect of these
compounds: an ice-cube is stable for a

fairly long time - several hours - at ambient
pressurc and al temperatures helow ooc.
ln fact the decomposition process of
hydrales is slow. The most interesting
aspect of these compounds is when the

hydrocarbon gases, which are

through decomposition, are bumt,
if an ice-cube, which the gas

resemble, were to bum (Fig.2).
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2. WHY THE OIL AND NATURAL
GAS INDIISTRILS DEAL WITH GAS
HYDRATF,s

The oil industry deals with gas hydrates rn
terms of both problems and opponunities.
Hydrates are a problem as they can form in
many different situations at each level of
the hydrocarbon (oil and gas) production
cycle: drilling, production, processing'1 21.

Yet these compounds also represent an

opportunity arld a challenge to the present-
day frontiers of hydrocarbon production, as

through conkol of hydrates is essential in
developing new areas such as: marginal
reservoirs (the North Sea, the 6ulf of
Mexico) and gas hydrate reservoirs (Alaska
secrion of the Kuparuk River: the Siberia-
Messoyakha Field).

EXAMPLES OI' HYDRATE OCCI.-I RRENCES
IN PETROLEUM INDUS'IRY

Hldrales and multiphase productio,t (oil +
gas+water) ( Ref. I 9,20)

H ydrate formalio tt/inhibitio n during deepw ater
subsea complelion operatiorts (Ref, 2l) atrd
production (Ref. 22, 23)

Gas hydrales forrnation and deposilion in gas
or gas condensate streams
(Rel. 17, 39)

Pluggirtg problems in undersea,rutural gas
pipelines under shuldow,t cottdilions (Ref. 14)

Fortnalion and control in long distance
subnruritre pipelines (Re.f. l5)



3 . HYDRATES - THE PROBLEMS 945 m, mudlin€ temperature 4"C)22. ln
both circumstances, the hydrates obstructed
the choke and kill lines during gas kick
control operations.

The t,'rnttrt,,t "t ltr.lttrL' ,lurttt.
pnrht tir»t is mainly linked to oF,€rations
performed in cold habilats (for example
deep waterslr'ro which cause major
pressure increases. It has been
demonstrated that these conditions usually
occur during production stan-up or during
prolonged shut down of a well which has
previously been in production.
The hydrates may also form while the well
is in production. The figure 3 shows a deep
water scenado, water may be present in the
flow lines and T/P conditions (4-7"C;50-
100 bar) can promote the hydrate
deposition.

Hydrates are solids, which increase and
cake so quickly when they crystallise, that
they obstruct the facilities: which may be
an),thing from a pipeline to a well
completion. For this reason the effects of
their presence may be extremely serious for
carrying out normal productìon operations.
The t rn"u 'tt 't lt',lr,tt, -' ,htnt ,hitlnt
tr\rdtions is usually due to concomitant
cau§e§, such as low temperatures-high
pressures-drilling mud make up-
hydrocarbon composition water
production. Two cases have be€n widely
reported: the first concems the drilling of a
well offshore the westem coast of the
United States (depth 350m. mud-line
lemperature 7"C). rhe second. the drilling
of a well in the Gulf of Mexico (depth
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The formation of hydrate plugs can lead to
various consequences: hydrocarbon
production may drop signifìcantly until it
stops, obstructions can make it hard to
control wireline tools in the tubings, the
hydrate plugs may negatively affect the
opning and closing of the downhole
valves which control the flow of fluids
produced in the tubing and the annulùs.
The hydrate deposition experimented in a

laboratory loop using different flow
conditions showed that various types of
hydrate can be produced: slurryJike or
ball-like or wall adhesive thin layered . In
the figure 4 are represented three different
cases. The hydrale obstruction of the line is

observed only in B and C.

Forntulit»t tl h\lrlllts lut'ittr !ftutsporl
The presence of hydrates in lhe production
cycle has even been identified during the
pipeline transport of fluids and in this case
too, the problem of hydrates affects both
gas and liquid hydrocarbon transport. An
oil. which consists mainly of heavier
hydrocarbon components, also contains th€
lighter hydrocarbons which generate
hydrates. Line obstructions due to the
formation of hydrates have mostly
occurred in the subsea hanspon of gas and
condensate, as operative conditions are
usually harsher in these cases (high
pressures, low temperatures). The
accumulation of these crystalline solids
may also occur in horizontal secÙons. in
particular locations (depressions and
narrowings).
The entity of this problem may vary and
depends on many factors: the length of the
lines, the amounts of water transported, the
operative conditions.

From 1990 ro ls93 the Norwegian
Petroleum Directorate (NPD), in
association with SINTEF, performed two
studies to define the type and entity of
hydrate-based problems related to drilling
activities on the Norwegian continental
she1f.25 A detailed questionnaire about

hydrate formation events in sealines was
haoded oul to 15 companies operating in
the North Sea. The reported cases of
hydrate formation concerned:
- a 12 km long, 9" oiVgas sealine, where a

faulty valve led to an anomalous inlet of
water, which in turn triggered on the
formation of hydrates;
- a 12 km long, 6" oil/gas sealine, where
hydrates formed during production start up.
Suitable inhibition procedures had not been
adoptedi
- a 7 km long, 5" oiugas sealine, where
total obstrùction occurred because of the
hydrates. ln this case the critical factor
was identified as the sudden drop in
tempeÉture due to an unscheduled shut
down operation.
Another aspect of the problems related to
hydrates is the porential safely risk during
operations to eliminate these substances.
One of the most common methods for
eliminating hydrates is to melt them by
depressurization. (Fig.7). lt can be hard to
control this operation, because of the
characteristics of the solids which form.
Thes€ solids are not usually homogeneous
and may incorporate foreign bodies (sand,

shale). Accidents related to damage to
control structures and equipments have
occurred during these operations, due to
the uncontrolled movement of plugs along
the line.
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4 . STATE OF THE ART OF
CURRENT TECIINOLOGIES FOR
CONTROLLING IIYDRATES

Know-how on thermodynamic behaviour is
now consolidated, and a great deal of work
has b€en done on modelling the
thermodynamic behaviour of hydrates, A
variety of simulation programmes currently
exist on the markgt aIld these can be usod

to successfully evaluate the T, P conditions
for the fonnadon of hydrates, describe the
chemical-physical propenies of th€
hydrates and calculate the effects of some
inhibitors on the stability of thes€
compounds. Agip uses the HYDSM
programme by CALSEP A/S.
Current strategies for controlling these
compounds are based mainly on the
knowledge of thermodlmamics.sea h fact
the most common means for preventing the
formation of hydrates are:

elininotitlg the wdter phose from the

in(reasing lhe s\slem's letnlrerature la)

ruluet tbove th? tdtìEc i'harc h\cltates
ore stable at o given pressure;

deoeasinq pressure to values below the
range rhere htdrutes are stable ut o

Biren tempekture;

irie(ing ilthibitors, sùch as methanol,
ttt tìtt,\'c lh? tharmod\\ùtnti,' stahilil.\'
(urv of the h\droles so that the
cr»npounds do trot form in the slstem's
(u ett tenqrerature and pressure
«ùtditi»ts (liE.5).
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4.1 - Treating hydrahs with chemicrl
productsGl

The conventional melhod for preventing
the formation of hydrates, after optimising
the T and P conditions, is to inject
chemical prcducts. The oil industry,
including AGIP, mainly uses methanol and
glycols (diethylene glycol and triethylene
glycol). These inhibitors act on the
thermodynamics of the system, by

likely. The product must also be handled
with care, as it is inflammable and highly
toxic upon direct contact.
Regardless of the choice of chemical,
treatments with these products are no
longer effective when the water cuts arc
hieh (30-60%). In these cases, such big
amounts of product may be required that
there are no longer any advantages in
producing the hydrocarbons.

TIC. 6. CHARACTERISTICS O1' CI,ÀSSIC INHIBTI'oRS

lowering the temperature and increasing
the threshold pressure of the hydrates. ln
operative terms, these inhibiaom are chosen
orl the basis of the eficiency-cost ratio of
the products used. The figure 6 shows the
main parameters selected for comparing
methanol, monoethylene glycol, diethylene
glycol and triethylene glycol: the quantities
nerded to obtain the same degree of
inhibition, cost, irreversible losses of the
chemical, possibilities of recycling the
product, problems in using it.
Methanol is the most widely used of these
products,because of its cost and efficiency,
It reacts with the solid surface of the
hydrate more quickly than the other
products, however it is the hardest to
recover. It is normally used as a disposable
product, while glycols are recycled and put
back into the system. Because of its high
vapour pr€ssure, irreversible losses of
methanol are more

4.2 -Treating hydrates wilh thermol
methods{
Hydrates can be eliminated by using
extemal energy sources to increase the
system's temperature and cause the
decomposition of the hydrates. Hot water
or steam re-circulation systems exist, as

well as the use of thermal ttacers and
electromagnetic energy. However these
systems alone are hardly ever efficient
and arc normally combined with
depressurization afld chemical iohibitor
treatment§.
Thermal insulation can be used to prevent
the formation of hydrates. Insulation, with
varying costs, may be applied for both
hydrocarbon pipelines and for wells
(tubing insulation). One of the most
efficient insulation methods consists of a

double walled line, with a vacuumed or
gas-filled annulus to further reduce heat
disp€rsion.



43 - Trc.atlng hydrstes with
depressurization'5

Depressurization is practically the only
way to eliminate hydrat€ plugs from gas

anùor condensate gas subsea pipelinas.
This method is normally applied with a
fairly limited knowledge of the location of
the obstructions and their entity. During
depressurization, the pipeline pressure is
de{reased ùo a value below the hydrate
e.quilibrium pressure refe[ed to the seabed

temprature.

As a result, the solid hydraùe begi[s to
dissociaie aod produces heat which is
absorbed by the suEounding environment.
The generated heat expands towards the
obstxÙction, further increasing dissociation
which stops when a new tlrcrmodynamic
equilibrium has been reached. The
decomposiiion process of the hydrates is
rclated to the line temperature and extent
of the pressure variation applied (Fig.7).
Elimin*ing hydrates by deFessurization is
usually a slow proccss (at times, it may
take days), if applied at a low temperature
and with slight drops in pressure,
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rIG.7. SCHEMATIC OF MEI,TING PIPEI,INE HYDRATE DUE
TO PRESSURE REDUCTION ON 0NE SIDtr ONLY.

(R,I,ARSEN,T.Y.MAKOCON,C.A.KNIcHT,E.I).SLOAN JR., 1997, Preprint)
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5- NEW DEVELOPMENTS
HYDRATE TECHNOLOGY

IN

New developments in hydrate technology
have focused on three main aspects:

a identil\otX ncw (hentiitl itlhihifu-r
rhich nill rLrdiallt .htng( the current
alproo(h tt) sitlg che tic l !redtnenl!;

a l)eiet linl a ne\r let'hnolog\' .lòr
lrusporlinR lnturul !l1s as ld§

o typltinp inuotatire ter htrologies lì»
t,u!ttng h\tlt,tt, lìt ltlI Iìt,, t,t,rlrt,'tt,,n.

IHERTODYNAUIC
INHIBIIORS

NEW

INHIBTTORS

ALGOHOLS & GLYGOLS
r lomalion temperalure

decreasing

r formation pressure

increasing

ELECTROLYIES
r walèr molecular interaction

changing

r gas solubility in water

decreasing

KilENGNHBMORS
r hydrate nucleation slow dawn

r crystal growth delay

ANNAGGTOIERAI{TS
r inhibition ol the crystal

agglomeration

5.1 - Kinetic inhibitors, a
to treating hydrates{-5'

At present, chemical
hydrate§ are focu§ing on
thermodynamic inhibitors
glycol) (Fig. 8).

new approach

treatments for
alternatives to
(methanol and

/
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Suggestions have been made for a low
dosage chemical treatment system, where
the chemical is disposed of, so its
environmental impact is reduced. The
significantly lower dosage levels mean that
costs for purchasing, treating and
recovering the product are also reduced.
Agip. like many other oil companies
(Conoco, Shell, Elo, is sponsoring resea.rch

on the identification and selection of a new
class of products: kinetic inhibitors.
l,ab tests have already identified some new
chemical products (e.9. polyamide
polltners such as PVP, PVCap, VC-713,
VP:VCap. Fig.9 ). however informalion
on these products' efficiency in the field is
still incomplete.

PVP =
POI-YVI\I I,PYRRoI,IIX)NI,

PVCap =
P()I,YVINI I,( ]APRoI,A('I'ANI

BP has tried out kinetic inhibitors
(Conigan 1995)53 in the North sea, on a
pipeline which transpons wet gas from the
Ravenspum field to the Cle€ton field. The
line is 13 miles long, with a temperature
(8-9'C) and pressure (75 bar) that are

suitable for the formation of hydrates.
During the test. methanol - which is
normally used as the inhibitor - was
successfully replaced for seventeen days
with a kinetic inhibitor that was not
specifically defined. The authorc state that
these inhibitors enabled efficient control of
shut down and rc-start operations, which
are generally the most critical for hydrates.
The basic idea behind the use of kinetic
inhibitors is to control hydrates, by
controlling rhe kineric processes of their
formation and therefore their formation
times (Fig.lo). The fact that this new class
of products acts on the kinetics ofreactions
has radically changed the concept of this
heatment. The reason for this is that the
kinetic inhibitors affect the mechanisms
which the first stages of hydrate forma(ion
depend on: the formation of the first
crystalline nuclei (nucleation) and the rate
at which they grow. As far as we know,
the kinetic inhibitors should act with water
and gas on a molecular level as if they
were catalysts, yet they should hinder,
ralher than favour, the onset of lhe reaction
of hydrate formation.

ltl
cH, -fx ff,cH,-fH -15

.,.N\2 _,, N-.-//,/

L--.r ( )
VP:VCap copolymers
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Like catalysts, these compounds should be

active in very low concentrations and this
is the very reason why these products hav€
an innovative potential: the fact that verv
low amounts (<17, in weisht. while
methanol is normally used in
concentrations rarsine from 10 to 60 in
weieht) of inhibitor can suarant€€ efficient
inhibition.

Today's challenge is to identify chemical
products which not only have the
requirements described, but also offer a

high level of compatibility with other
chemìcals, (e.g.: anti-comosion products),
minimum environmental impact and low
production costs.

The t.\l)(rinrctlted kitt?tit i hihilors ntut\ tllect the phtru),ìtot« ol
httlnte /ìtrntation unl htlnte growth. ln tlrc ligurc ll) (trc lrawn
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l. ahsence of inhihitor
2. kinelit inhibitors allecting ilductiott

the rtr crtstal of hJdrote)
3. ki elic inhibitors afJecting the gro$lh
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6.HYDRATE§:THE OPPORTUNITIES

The opportunities provided by hydrates are

linked to the search for new ene.gy
sources. The oil industry is advancing
along two fronts, in this search:

technological innovation to enable the
commercial development of marginal
reservoirs and identification of altemative
hydrocarbon reserves.
As faÌ as the identification of alternative
hydrocarbon reserves is concemed, there
is a great deal of evidence that major
reserves of hydrocarbons in the form of gas

hvdrates exist in the subsurface
(Fis.l 2 f* "
There are two factors which lend interest to
gas hydrates as a potential energy source:
the vast amount of natural gas apparently
incorporated in the crystalline lattice of
these compounds (l cmj of methane
hydrate produces up to 150 cm of natural

1.as) and the extensive distribution of natural
gas hydrates world-wide. Credible sources
(Kvenvolden, 1993)15 estimate world

(natural hydrate gas reserves in the rang€ of
1.4 x l0r3 to 3.4 x 1016 m3 for the
permafrost and 3.1 x l0r5 to 7.6 x l0r8 m3

ofgas for oceanic sediments .

These are speculative figures, with a wide
margin of uncertainty, however the leading
exp€rts in the sector agree on an overall
estimated energy potenlial from natural
hydrate reserves in the range of 2 x 1016 m1

of natural gas. This ftgure represents an

equivalent amounl of carbon which is
approximately twice the amount evaluated
on the basis of known fossil hydrocarbon
accumulations (Fig.l1). At present, only
Japan is developing new technologies for
the production of natural gas from natural
hydrate reservoirs. A five-year exploration
plan (1995-99) for offshore hydrate drilling
in the Nankai Trough area has been
financed by the Ministry for Trade and
lntemational lndustry (MlTl) (Dagam-
1995, Okuda- 1996t.17'r8

Dissol\ ((j orgrnic
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6.1 - Transport rnd storage of gas as a
hydratesa-s7

The idea is to develop a technology for a

new gas transport chain, where natural gas

is slored as a hydrate. the solìd hydrate is

tmnsported and the methane is finally
released through decomposition of the
hydrate.
This chain is called NGH (natural gas

hydrate Fig.13) and has been suggested as

an altemative to the natural gas

liquefaction chain (LNG liquefied natural
gas).

Significant amounts of hydrocarbons do
exist in hydrates, in conditions which are

not too harsh (atmospheric pressure,

temperatures ranging from -10"C to -
20"C). with figures standing al about 150

SmJ ol gas per ml of hydrate.The idea of
storing and transporting gas as a hydrate, at
atmospheric pressure. was developed in

Norway at the Norwegian University of
Science and Technology (NTHU).
In 1990 Professor Gudmundsson patented

a method for generating and preserving
hydrates in conditions which were
practically adiabatic. Gudmundsson
experimentally demonstrated that at

atrnospheric pressure and at temperatures
ranging from -5'C to -15'C, the
decomposition process of hydrates is

basically negÌigible.
A feasibility study for transporting large
volumes of gas as a hydrate pointed lo the
possibility of major savings in operative

costs (about 24'%) compared to the LNG
technology (liquefaction-tansport-
regasification). Many people are confident
that the NGH chain will be able to compete
on the LNG market, in the future, a( least
for certain applications.

r t(ì. r-ì - s( l ,;Ntr[t I(] ovI,tRvllìw ot, TItI.] \(;lr PR()l)1.( -l loN PRocllss
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6.2. Naaural gas production from ga§

hydrate reservoirssE{o

A vast amount of natural gas is trapped as

hvdrate in the earth's crust and in oceanic
s;diments ( 2 x 1016 mi of gas). This
resource cannot be developed, though, with
cunent technologies as we are still not abÌe
to predict the effects in terms of material
stability (subsidence), hydrogeological
balance (besides gas, the decomposition of
gas hydrate produces 85% water) and
economics.
So far. a series of models for recovering
the gas from gas hydrates (Fig.l4) has been

studied. The different techniques proposed
arc based on the common principle of
decomposing the hydrate in order to
produce the hydrocarbons it contains. The
main solutions to achieve this are:

[1] reduci\g reserroir pressure to bekrw
h!'drate equilibriuDt pretsure
(depressurizatio ):
[2] heatirrg the reservoir, to incredse lhe
temperalute ahove the hldrdte
dissocialiol temperalure (therital
stimulatù»t h) ean. hil valcr. httl bri c

iniectio , irr-silu gas combustion, nticro-
wave slirnulatiott, electromagnetic
heating);
[3] i jecting chenicdl producls (chetnical
stinùIatiùt t+ith nelhanol or glJcol$),

All these methods have advantages and
disadvantages. The most commonÌy held
opinion is that a synergetic approach to
using these methods is the most effective
solution, theoretically speaking.
ln the West, (US, Eu.ope) the study of
these models is a long way off from actual
operability and today, only Japan seems to
be making rapid progress towards putting a

development plan for hydrate fields into
operation.
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7 . WHAT WE
DOING ON THE
HYDRATES

ARE CURRENTLY
SUBJECT OF GAS

Gas hydrates are studied by Agip especially
in relation to the problems connected to
natural gas and gas-condensate production.
According to ENI'§ strategy to promote the
exploitation of natural gas and gas-

condensate so that oil production will be

exceeded in the next two-three yea$, great

improvements arc expected in the
optimisation of chemical treatments ofgas.
Most of these reatments regards the
hydrate inhibitors for gas production at
high pressure (Libya, Nigeria) and low
temperature (Kazakhstan). Hydrate
inhibitors as alternatives to methanol and
glycols are being considered to decrease

costs , to minimise the effects on
environment, to improve the efficiency of
the chemical treatments.
A project ('tr'e, Hydrate lnhibitors'-DSP
255) has been sponsored since 1995 with
the aim of identifying new low dosage
hydrate inhibitors (kinetic typ€). Agip's
efforts ar€ currently focused on the
application of these chemicals in the field.
Case screening where hydrate treatments
are critical (high costs due to chemicals or
to unscheduled stop of production by
hydrates) is in progress.
Agip is advancing toward the coùnercial
development of reservoirs in deep watersr
Lower Adriaric Sea tAquila Fieldt. Nigeria
(Abo Field), Congo, Culf of Mexico (East

Breaks). The development of deep water
offshore fields is strictly connected to the
more efficient solution of hydrate problems
because the cosrs of present-day solulions
(standard inhibitors such as methanol and
glycol, insulation of the lines) are very
high.
hst but not least, the technical
involvement of Agip in hydrate inhibition
during multiphase production and transpon
of crude oils and natural gases is to be

considered. On€ of the challenges of the oil

industry is to commercially develop the
marginal reservoirs (areas characterised by
fairly small hydrocarbon reserves, 2-3 x
106 m3, located far from existing facilities).
The fundamental idea is to ranspon in
multiphase conditions (oil+gas+water)
production fluids, direcdy onshore or to a
centralised treatment facility. To realise
lhis project innovalive technologies are in
development in vadous sectors (new
pumping systems, new flow mte
measurement systems, hydrate controls) in
order to reduc€ cost and treatment
facilities. ln this context a very importa[t
role is played by the control of hydrate
formation using new type ofchemicals.

Agip's activities summary

Oplirnisrln n of ch€micaì lreatmcnrs in narural
gàs and gas condcDsale prcducliur al high
pressùrc (l-ihya. N;geria) and k,w temperaiùre

{Kazakhstan)

Problcm prcvention. Hydratc ì)«rblcms flrust be
considcrcd ir the €xphilation of hydrocaÈons
reserlcs nr deep/cold seawater\ ( c.g. Lowcr
Adriatic Scr. North Sea. Nigeria. Congo. Culf ol

R€*arch rnd developm€nl is aimcd al :

. l)?ùcttit{ (.\tt, niù i:itr th. effuls o

.ntiù,tmot. tltul inprov X th? 4lidùk\ ol
thetniIl tftnt',,e t\ Sintc 1995 we d'c
sponsorirì! rhe ttott:ct N?i H\ltut( hnlihtt.)
wilh Amoeo. Conoco. Mohil.0ll Norst Hydro.
lloechst. 'l i'{ lòr lhe idenlific.lirù ol new k,*
dosàgc kin.tic hydratc inhibirors the scrccnrìg
ofc.§es when the ùew hydratc lrùalnlents can tre

lested is in p()gress. l'ossiblt Icld rcsr siles could
be Q)denrarriore and Fornovo (opcrated by SPI)
. D,'t,', ti'tt th( t,p'. ,. ,l ttuhn h\-|r, , ' t

Meln!ùd «tt, S?o A dcdicar(d rcscarch proiecr
( Rkùd tti nhuti tli neknp ct,t ttutli sotiit;
IIES l6l ) $as launched in ìqÌ7.ìnd results ire
cxllecrr'd in I999. ìhe eristrìic dala alread)
alai,ahl. :ìrr inàlys.d ro irìtèr rhe (Ecurrcnce ot
nalurxl hydrarcs Dear rhe (eahol()ln.
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